ABSTRACT.
From (1) 
.,
In Eqs. (5) and {6) we ha.ve fui:ther specialized to the situation; in.which the leptons are scattering at zero energy. The final momenta are. zero, and the initial momenta, p .and -p, are of course of.f th.e mass shell. · They· are to be put on.to the. mass shell .after the equations are solved.
In this situation. the on-shell amplitude is determined entirely by T (0) ('see footnote 4 of reference .1) 1 and-we shall'see that we will Consider now.the continuous family.of.integral equations
where c is an arbitrary constant and ~ is a Born term such that .and
• It is clear that Eq. (9) is precisely of this form,with
. (8) ' (9). '.
-5- 
The function T(p ;c .= 0) • which is the solution of (15) 
. .
The condition (17) takes on a less formidable aspect if we look · at it in coordina~e space.
we see that condition (17) is nothing more than ~l)e· boundary condition
We must not examine the Fourier transform of.Eq. (15) and show that'
it possesses a solution with the required properties. ;.
By taking _the Fourier transform of Eq.; (15) we ,get that :1._ (x) satisfies the -differential equation
'where ~F(x) ·is the usual Feynman propagator function. •
.Finally, it ce.n be shown that an iterative solution exists provided that·
e.nd which has the behavior given by taking X+ in Eq. (24) and lA = -2 in· Eq. (26).
Since A > 0, the condition (19) ~s satisfied •.
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